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Family tv series episode guide

FoxWhen you sit down for a Halloween-themed TV viewing experience, it's often the scary, scary, and downright exciting (Stephen King's It, anyone?) But it doesn't have to be. Some of the best TV series have aired fun Halloween-themed episodes that will make you laugh instead of crying
in fear. In the first episode of the animated holiday-themed series, Bob attends a Halloween party and finds himself in a greasy costume, thinking he may have accidentally killed a pet guinea pig. The children, on the other hand, go alone to trick-or-treating. When they decide to go to a more
upscale neighborhood for better treats (full-size candy bars!), they meet menacing teenagers who seek to terrorize young trick-or-treaters and, of course, hilarity ensues. Hulu Michael has to fire someone before the end of the month, but has been postponing it. After unsuccessfully trying to
fire several members of the team, he finally bites the ball and shoots Devon on Halloween. Appropriately dressed as a two-headed version of himself, Michael tells the man dressed in a vampire costume that he can spread his wings and fly wherever he wants. Ouch. Netflix There is no
shortage of classic episodes in the Parks and Rec catalogue, but this one is remarkable for a number of reasons. First, it features the great Louis C.K. in his awkward endearing role as Leslie (Amy Poehler) boyfriend. Second, it is the first (and perhaps funniest) appearance of Andy Dwyer's
signature character (Chris Pratt), Burt Macklin, FBI. Finally, he introduces us to the criminal mastermind in formation and Leslie's fearless nemesis, Greg Pikitis. For a icing on the cake, we can watch Tom Haverford (Aziz Ansari) get up a ridiculous/impressive T-Pain costume. Hulu Netflix
Gives South Park time to turn one of the weirdest and most melodramatic bands of its time, the nu-metal band Korn, into something completely healthy, the Scooby-Doo team. The episode of the classic animated series for adults presents everything from a sex doll Antonio Banderas to a
lynched crowd and necrophilia. It's not for everyone, but fans of the show will appreciate the brilliant cocktail of morbid humor and childlike wonder that only South Park can reach. Hulu Mystery meat served at the Halloween party on campus makes several participants sick with zombie-like
symptoms, and hilarity ensues as they try to contain the infected. Seeing it all go down with our favorite characters dressed as David Beckham, Lady Gaga, and Captain Kirk adds to the fun of this typically creative episode of the spirit of Dan Harmon (Rick and Morty). Hulu that the time when
Chandler ended up in a pink bunny costume, somehow no one understood Ross Spud-nik costume, and Phoebe causes the breakup of his twin sister, Ursula, and newly hit fiancé Eric, played by guest star Sean Penn? Even better of this episode was Rachel's attempt to give candy that
turned into her money doling and writing checks for and posing as the girlfriend of a young boy. It is full of the typical series hijinks, kicking a notch by the stupid costumes. Netflix referenced at the beginning of the series, the slut pumpkin is a ted girl met at the Halloween party on the roof
one year, who was dressed in a crumpled pumpkin costume with cleverly positioned cutouts. He accidentally lost his number, and had attended the event every Halloween since in the hope that it would return. In this episode, he finally finds the subject of his adoration (played by Katie
Holmes) and discovers that (surprise!) they weren't supposed to be. The best part of the episode is Barney's position against the discovery that he is a Canadian quarterback in disguising himself in the most patriotic costume imaginable. Hulu Netflix The Dunphys are planning their annual
Halloween party and haunted house, but nothing seems to be going well despite Claire's best efforts. Related stories add to the fun, including Phil's worries about not being spontaneous and sexy, and Gloria's insecurities about her accent. Most hilariously, Mitchell shows up at his new job in
a superhero costume, mistakenly thinking that everyone would dress up, then squeaks around hiding his ultra-tight getup under a spare suit he had in the car. Not currently streaming In his typical snarling style, Larry has no interest in handing out candy to teenagers who come knocking
without wearing costumes. The children fight back by de-stating his house and spraying not so nice words on his door. Citing an earlier altercation that saw Larry accused of being a self-disgusting Jew, he considers the incident a hate crime against bald people. HBO It's hard to choose any



of these 28 annual episodes as the best because they've all been pretty excellent, with countless parodies of iconic movies, books, radio or tv shows, ranging from The Twilight Zone to The Shining. But one of the best is episode XIX of 2008, which includes How to Get Ahead in Dead-
vertising. He parodies Mad Men, homer having to kill celebrities so advertisers can freely use their similarities. there's also It's the Great Pumpkin, Milhouse, which usurps It's the great pumpkin, Charlie Brown, that you'll find later on our list. Not currently streaming When Jake boasts that he
would make a better criminal than many of those they arrest, Holt puts him to task trying to steal his medal of bravery before the clock strikes 12. Jake agrees, and sets in motion an elaborate plan. The episode inspired a tradition, by which each Halloween episode of the following season
sees officers in the Duke enclosure there to determine who can remove an elaborate fake heist. Hulu No list of great TV episodes wouldn't be complete without Charlie Brown's exit. In this iconic animated special, which first aired in 1966, Linus is convinced that there is a Great Pumpkin.
After writing and sending a letter to Santa's character, he decides to give up the trick or treatment and a Halloween party to wait, hopefully, in local pumpkin for the arrival of the supposed holiday figure. Not currently streaming Sesame Workshop DC Super Hero Girls Network: Cartoon
NetworkCreated by Lauren Faust, who gave us My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic, this show follows a casual teen, all female team of famous superheroes who must keep Metropolis safe - and still find time to have fun as friends. Ages 8-WATCH NOW Super Monsters Network: NetflixFor
the fourth season of Netflix's Super Monsters, which began in early August, a new class of kids has arrived at Pitchfork Pines, ready to learn how to use their monster powers. Ages 4-WATCH NOW True and the Rainbow Kingdom Network: Discovery Family and NetflixTrue, an 8-year-old
girl, and her cat, Bartleby, are the only people in Rainbow City can count on when something goes wrong. In each episode, True shows off his problem-solving skills. If kids like it, there are also three spin-off series — True: Magical Friends, True: Wonderful Wishes and True Tunes — as
well as a handful of one-off specials. Ages 4-WATCH NOW T.O.T.S. Network: Disney JuniorThis show is on the Tiny Ones Transport Service (or T.O.T.S.) - aka birds that bring babies to new families. When a penguin and a pink flamingo join the service previously only storks, they defy
tradition while delivering adorable infant animals. New episodes are coming in August. Ages 4-WATCH NOWRELATED: Every Disney Plus Show Available on disney's streaming service The Not-Too-Late Show With Elmo Network: HBO MaxElmo hosts its own talk show from its living
room! Friends like Jimmy Fallon, Lil' Nas X and John Mulaney stop. Ages 3-WATCH NOW Bluey Network: Disney JuniorThis series, aged for preschoolers, is about an adorable Blue Heeler puppy and his family. The episodes are mild, but cover difficult situations that children face, such as
cheering up a sick family member and saying goodbye to a friend. The second season was premiered on July 10. Ages 2-WATCH NOW Amphibia Network: Disney ChannelAnne and Sprig are an unlikely pair: One is a Thai-American girl, and the other is a talking frog. They meet when
Anne discovers a magical music box that transports her to Amphibia, a land of talking insects and reptiles, and the adventures begin. New second-season episodes will air throughout the summer. Ages 7-WATCH NOW Abby Hatcher Network: Nick Jr.Abby Hatcher is a 7-year-old girl who
moves into a hotel, only to discover funny creatures called the Fuzzlies. She spends her days trying to keep them out of trouble! The first season of the show is also available on Netflix. Ages 4-WATCH NOW Where's Waldo Network: Universal KidsThis's more a novelty book. Today, Waldo
and his friends are part of a Worldwide Wanderer Society that goes on an international travel mission to earn its stripes. Ages 6-WATCH NOW Muppet Babies Network: Disney JuniorThe little Muppets are in daycare together, just like they were when parents were kids - and they're still
learning to use their imagination to Problems. Summer the Penguin, a new friend, joins Kermit, Piggy, Fozzie, and the others. Ages 4-WATCH NOW Fraggle Rock: Rock On! Network: Apple TV 'The Fraggles are back, and always dance their worries away. Special guests such as Neil
Patrick Harris, Tiffany Haddish, Ziggy Marley, Alanis Morissette, Jason Mraz and Common show up with their friends Gobo, Red, Boober, Mokey, Wembley and Uncle Traveling Matt. (And, according to social distancing, the whole thing was shot on iPhones.) Ages 4-WATCH NOW Hero
Elementary Network: PBS KidsThis animated series is about a school where superhero kids can learn to master their powers, such as flying and teleportation. Along the way, they also learn about STEM concepts, so your kids might sneak into a little learning, too. Ages 5-WATCH NOW PJ
Masks Network: Disney JuniorThe fourth season of this favorite children's show began in May with a four-part episode that doubles as a mini-movie titled Heroes of the Sky. New episodes will be broadcast throughout the summer. Ages 4-WATCH NOW Helpsters Network: Apple TV- If
you're an Apple TV subscriber, you can watch this pre-school series from Sesame Street creators. In it, a team of vibrating monsters come together to help solve problems for others. The channel also has Helpsters Help You, a series of short films designed to help children cope with the
COVID-19 pandemic. Ages 2-WATCH NOW Ghostwriter Network: Apple TV-Also New on Apple TV is this re-start of the famous children's series of the 90s. He follows four children who team up to solve an exciting mystery surrounding the unfinished business of a ghost - with the help of
literary works. Ages 8-WATCH NOW She-Ra and the Princesses of Power Network: NetflixGeena Davis has joined the cast for the third season of the show, which is much more nuanced than the She-Ra of the 80s. She must unite her fellow princesses to join a conflict against the Evil
Horde. The last season was created in May 2020. Ages 8-WATCH NOW Infinity Train Network: Cartoon NetworkThis series follows a 12-year-old girl named Tulip, her robot buddy, and a Talking Corgi as they make their way through a seemingly endless train looking for a way to get Tulip at
home. Along the way, they have to solve puzzles, making it a brainy workout for your kids, too. Ages 8-WATCH NOW Amazing Stories Network: Apple TV-This reboot of the 1986 Series Amazing Stories will bring Steven Spielberg back as executive producer — and feature today's most
imaginative filmmakers, directors and writers in an exciting science fiction and fantasy anthology. Age 10-WATCH NOW Mira, Royal Detective Network: Disney JuniorShe is on the case! Mira a regular girl appointed to the position of royal detective so she can help solve (not too intense)
crimes around the palace, with the help of her mongoose friends. Ages 4-WATCH NOW Carmen Sandiego Pinkalicious and Peterrific Network: PBS KIDSBased on the book series, Pinkalicious and Peterrific follows a younger brother and sister. She lives to be creative, and it to go along for
the ride. Ages 4-WATCH NOW Archibald's Next Big Thing Network: NetflixVeep's Tony Hale stars in this series based on the beloved book character. The show is about. an enthusiastic chick who wakes up every day and goes on an adventure in the world that is. Ages 5-WATCH NOW
LEGO City Adventures Network: NickelodeonSo a lot happens in a LEGO city, and this animated series follows cops, firefighters and other yellow locals on their wacky adventures around the city. Ages 5-WATCH NOW Spirit Riding Free: Riding Academy Network: NetflixSpirit fans enter a
whole new world when Lucky, Pru, and Abigail head to riding school at the prestigious Palomino Bluffs. But girls quickly learn that from a new school has its challenges. Ages 7-WATCH NOW LEGO Masters Network: FoxThis reality contest pits LEGO masters against each other in a series
of construction challenges. It will inspire your family to take out their bricks again. Ages 9-WATCH NOW Just Roll With It Network: Disney ChannelFilmed in front of a live studio audience, this show combines elements of a sitcom with an improv comedy, and studio viewers are asked to vote
on what will happen next. Ages 7-WATCH NOW Blue's Clues and You Network: Nick Jr.Blue's Clues is back, with a new host (Josh) but the same old Thinking Chair. The series got an update, with a new CG animation for Blue and Magenta and other new keys (the Handy Dandy Notebook
now has smartphone technology, for example). Ages 3-WATCH NOW Star Wars: The Clone Wars Network: Disney-Disney has relaunched this beloved cartoon for one last season. He explores the events of the Star Wars universe in advance of Revenge of the Sith. Ages 8-MORE
INFORMATION Last Kids on Earth Network: NetflixBased on the book series, Last Kids on Earth follows a typical 13-year-old suburban - living in the wake of the zombie apocalypse. With his college friends, he fights monsters and spends time in his treehouse. Ages: 8-WATCH NOW Kipo
and the Age of Wonderbeasts Network: NetflixFrom DreamWorks Animation comes a new fantasy adventure series Kipo and the Age of Wonderbeasts, which tells the story of a young girl named Kipo as she embarks on an exciting adventure on a post-apocalyptic Earth. Ages 7 WATCH
NOW Ask the Storybots Network: NetflixBeloved by children and parents, this show follows five cute robots as they find answers to real-world questions. Celebrities that parents know how to fill to help you! Ages 3-WATCH NOW All That Clifford the Big Red Dog Network: Prime VideoIt's
time to get ready for more adventures with everyone's big Red Dog favorite, as Emily Elizabeth and her dog Clifford are back for season 1B at the start of - with a new cast of characters and new original songs. Ages 3-WATCH NOW Diary of a Future President Network: Disney-This new
series on Disney follows a young girl's journey through college — and her path to becoming the future president of United States. A second season has been announced, but no first date has been set. 8-year-old WATCH NOW Go! to go! Cory Carson Network: NetflixBuckle up for netflix's
new preschool show based on the hit toy line, which features adorable cory Carson children's car as he explores the roads of Bumperton Hills - and has many adventures along the way. Ages 4-WATCH NOW The Owl House Network: Disney ChannelPrepared for Magic and Adventure with
this new Disney Channel fantasy-comedy animated series, which follows a teenage girl named Luz who stumbles upon a portal to a magical realm. Ages 8-WATCH NOW Powerbirds Network: Universal KidsThis new animated preschool series on Universal Kids features two parakeous
siblings, Ace and Polly, as they embark on heroic superhero adventures to save their city. Ages 4 WATCH NOW Mao Mao, Heroes of Pure Heart Network: Cartoon NetworkThis animated adventure series follows an adorable cat, badger and bat as they work together to fight for peace and
justice. (Of course, why not?) Ages 7-WATCH NOW Fast and Furious Spy Racers Network: NetflixKids can now join the racing car craze with this animated TV series based on the Fast and Furious movie franchise, which follows teenager Tony Toretto as he is recruited by a government
agency to infiltrate a criminal street racing circuit. Ages 9 WATCH NOW Puppy Dog Pals Network: Disney JuniorBingo and Rolly, two noisy pug brothers, go on wacky adventures to help their human, Bob. Along the way, they often learn different places around the world. Ages 3-WATCH
NOW Steven Universe Future Network: Cartoon Network After the final season of the groundbreaking Steven Universe (and the next film), the story continues with this limited-edition epilogue aired last December, which takes steven's adventures as he links all the last loose details. Ages
10-WATCH NOW High School Musical: The Series Network: Disney-In a new Disney series inspired by the hit High School Musical movie franchise, the Wildcats are back looking back at East High School, this time with a new group of teen theatre fans. Ages 8-WATCH NOW Green Eggs
and Ham Network: NetflixJust when you thought you knew everything about the classic Dr. Seuss, comes a 13-episode series to show you more of the wacky world of Sam I Am. Adam Devine, Michael Douglas, Ilana Diane Keaton, and Keegan-Michael Key provide the voices. Ages 4-
WATCH NOW DuckTales Network: DisneyXDDuckTales is back - woo-ooh! In addition to an updated animation style, the story is also refined to focus more on the action and adventures of Scrooge and his band. Ages 5-WATCH NOW The World According to Jeff Goldblum Network:
Disney-Also a show that was in the premiere on Disney, this one has Jeff Goldblum - aka Dr. Ian Malcolm of Jurassic Park - delve into the story behind everyday objects. Ages 8-WATCH NOW Pick of the Litter Network: Disney-If your kids are avid animal lover or have their own furry
friends, try this new original original Disney's based film of the same name - it follows the heartwarming stories of six friendly dogs as they embark on a quest to become Guide Dogs For the Blind. Ages 7-WATCH NOW Mickey Mouse Mixed-up Adventures Network: Disney JuniorMickey
Mouse and his buddies have adventures everywhere hot dog hills. In each episode, there is even a part-time dance break, where kids can boogie to an updated version of the song Hot Dog. Ages 2-WATCH NOW Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum Network: PBS KidsBased on the
Ordinary People Change the World book series by Brad Meltzer and Christopher Eliopoulos, this show teaches children influential historical figures. In each episode, Xavier faces a problem, and he and his buddies have to go to the secret museum, travel back in time, and meet heroes from
the past to find solutions. Ages 4-WATCH NOW Big City Greens Network: Disney ChannelThis adventure-comedy animation is back for a second season, after the exploits of a 10-year-old who moves from the country to the big city. Ages 7-WATCH NOW Norman Picklestripes Network:
Universal KidsThis stop-motion TV show follows the handyman from a forest, but the real appeal is that there will be original Broadway-inspired songs in each episode. Ages 4-WATCH NOW Free Rein Network: NetflixKids who can't get enough riding are grateful that Free Rein is back for a
third season. In it, a pregnant mooring pony begins an adventure for the band at Bright Fields. Ages 6-WATCH NOW Molly from Denali Network: PBS KidsIn this series on PBS Kids, Molly Mabray helps manage the Denali Trading Post with her family, then continues to exciting dog-sled, ice
fishing, volcano-watching adventures with her friends. Molly is originally from Alaska (Gwich'in/ Koyukon/Dena'ina Athabascan to be exact), and the series was made by Alaskan aboriginal writers and producers, making it a first of its kind. Age 4-WATCH NOW Peppa Pig Network: Nick Jr.La
eighth season of Peppa Pig finds Peppa and his friends heading to a festival, celebrating World Book Day, and, of course, jumping into muddy puddles! Ages 2-WATCH NOW My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic Network: Discovery FamilyWith the pop-culture phenomenon My Little Pony:
Friendship Is Magic having recently completed its final season, watch the final stretch kick off in an episode where Pinkie Pie seeks the goal of her life with the help of her friend, the super stupid cheese sandwich, played by Weird Al Yankovic. (You can see the rest on Netflix.) Ages 5-
WATCH NOW Little House on the Prairie Network: Prime VideoAll nine seasons of the beloved show of the 70s are available on Amazon Prime. Set in the 1800s, Little House on the Prairie follows the Ingalls family and their farm life in a small town in the Ages 7-WATCH NOW This content
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